EXCELLENCE
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affinitiarchitects.com
561.750.0445

CREATING LEGACY ARCHITECTURE FOR GENERATIONS
1. Composit USA brings Le Cucine Della Vita into the homes of South Florida. Respect for the environment and changes in lifestyles are the focus of design. compositusa.com

2. Affiniti Architects’ designs have merited more than 350 design awards and have been featured in numerous publications. Affiniti’s architecture can been seen throughout the United States, the Caribbean, Central America and overseas. affinitiarchitects.com

3. Only Me wall mirror by Kartell, a breathtakingly beautiful and sleek mirror that pushes the boundaries of cutting-edge design. Designed by Phillipe Starck, the Only Me is a mirror encased in a slim PMMA frame made of various transparent colors: emerald green, fuchsia, azure or in the two matte classics of white and black. Available at Addison House. Square priced at $270. Rectangular priced at $310. addisonhouse.com

4. The Sophisticate II desk by Emerson Et Cie is a beautiful blend of the classic X base with contemporary finishes. The chrome detailing offsets the hand-applied wood finish for a subtle elegance. Priced at $3,563. coconutgrovegallery.com

SLEEK SOPHISTICATION MEETS CASUAL ELEGANCE IN THIS ARTFUL COLLECTION OF DESIGNS.